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Clarence Carson Essays CLARENCE CARSON, IDEAS ON LIBERTY The notion is widely prevalent that the United
States followed isolationist policies in the nineÂteenth century. Students assert this "fact".

The pope carefully excluded from condemnation the legitimate use of the word to signify "the characteristic
qualities which reflect honor on the people of America. Leo summarized five specific errors: While the
immediate controversy that brought about the papal letter existed chiefly in France it also had roots in the U.
Bishops and priests there were divided between those who advocated greater Catholic participation in
American public life, particularly the public movements for social and economic reform, and the more
conservative group who thought American life was Protestant and tainted with the liberalism condemned in
the syllabus of errors of Pius IX. In November of certain German priests led by Father P. Bishops later
Archbishops John ireland, of St. Gibbons called a meeting of the eastern archbishops in Philadelphia, Pa. In
and certain European societies interested in immigrants to the U. Archbishop Ireland protested publicly. At a
meeting of the National Educational Association in St. Paul in , he praised the public schools and expressed
regret that there had to be separate Catholic schools. When he inaugurated the faribault and Stillwater school
plans to get state aid, he was accused of being opposed to Catholic parochial schools. After defending himself
at the meeting of the archbishops in at St. The leaders of the conservatives were Abp. Frederick katzer and Bp.
Moreover, among the faculty of Catholic University, the chief conservatives were Msgr. Professors supporting
Keane were chiefly Thomas bouquillon, Charles P. Grannan, and Edward pace. Gibbons, despite his
friendship for Ireland, endeavored to keep peace between the two groups. Paul, and the Western Watchman of
St. The Review of Chicago and later of St. In France, Ireland and Gibbons were admired by the more
progressive Catholics, especially those who had accepted the urging of Leo XIII for a reconciliation between
the Church and the French Republic, called the ralliement. When they invited him to speak in Paris in the
spring of , Ireland praised the democracy and civic activities of the American priests and gave them credit for
the remarkable progress of the Church in the U. Back in the U. Two years later, the delegate announced that
Rome had forbidden Catholic participation in further congresses of religions. During the next two years, the
Catholic press carried frequent exchanges between the two groups, with the conservatives making vague
charges that their opponents were guilty of the condemned liberalism of the Syllabus, and the progressives
insisting that the conservatives were refractaires, opposing the policies of Leo XIII. In â€”91, Father Elliott
published in the Catholic World, and later in book form, a biography of the founder of the Paulists, Father
Isaac hecker, with an introduction by Archbishop Ireland. Elliott also arranged for a French translation. In the
more progressive Catholics in Paris decided to publish the French translation and asked Klein to shorten it and
make it more attractive. He complied, adding an enthusiastic preface in which he praised Hecker as the priest
of the future and lauded the American Catholic way of life. The book went quickly into six printings and
received wide notice in the religious press. Charles Turinaz of Nancy, France, demanded permission to answer
him. Vincent De Paul, a writer who opposed the ralliement. The controversy over the biography and the
movement vaguely described as Americanism raged through the French Catholic press and was mentioned in
the secular press. The discussion reached into Belgium. Some discussions appeared also in Germany, and then
the controversy moved into Italy, where it became confused with the local quarrel over the temporal power of
the papacy. Leo XIII opposed the move to put the Hecker biography on the Index and appointed a committee
of cardinals to study the question. The committee reported adversely on the doctrines called "Americanism.
Although Gibbons sent a cable to stop the condemnation and Ireland rushed to Rome, both arrived too late to
head off the papal letter, Testem benevolentiae, which was dated Jan. Ireland, Keane, and Klein immediately
submitted but denied that they held the condemned doctrines. The Hecker biography was withdrawn from sale.
The conservative bishops in the U.
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PleaseStand with us today! As a consequence, service members must go on multiple deployments as the
attrition rate rises faster than recruitment, forcing too many units to rely on unfit, unstable, and unprepared
service members who put themselves, their comrades, and our country at risk. When the United States ended
the draft after the war in Vietnam, many assumed that American citizens would raise their right hand, take the
oath to protect the country, and serve in uniform out of a sense of patriotism. After the Twin Towers were
attacked by terrorists on September 11, , this assumption was put to the test â€” and the result remains a
disappointing reality as less than 1 percent of the U. Despite the shortage of qualified and willing talent, wars
in the Middle East and parts of Africa have placed demands on the military like never before, threatening
morale, discipline and effectiveness. So what can be done? Will Congress bring back the draft? Highly
unlikely, and unlikely to work even if it did. The Department of Defense estimates that 71 percent of the
roughly 34 million to year-olds in the United States today would fail to qualify based on the current enlistment
criteria because of physical or mental health issues, low education scores, or negative background checks.
Among those who are qualified, many young people choose not to join or feel no obligation to serve in
uniform. Inspiring a sense of patriotism in American children of all ages and walks of life is the best recruiting
strategy for our future military and national defense. The AMVETS Americanism Program is a patriotic
program the organization offers schools and youth organizations as a resource for teaching children in
kindergarten through 12th grade about their American heritage, civics and citizenship. The program includes
flag drawing, poster and essay contests that are grade specific and age appropriate. All school age children, K
They may attend public, private, parochial schools or may be home schooled. Participants may also come
through any youth group such as Scouting or from Church Sunday schools. Students in kindergartenâ€”1st
grade can enter the Flag Drawing contest. Students in 2ndâ€”5th grades can enter the Poster contest. Students
in 6thâ€”12th grades can enter the Essay Writing contest How does a child or young adult participate?
Teachers or youth group leaders hopefully will take the initiative to involve their students. The program
addresses learning standards in civics and presents excellent topics for writing and art assignments, which
teachers can incorporate into their classes. Students whose teachers or schools are not participating in the
program can still enter the contest specific to their grade as a take-home or after-school project. How do I
enter?
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In Europe[ edit ] During the French Third Republic , which began in , the power and influence of French
Catholicism steadily declined. The French government passed laws bearing more and more stringently on the
Church, and the majority of French citizens did not object. Indeed, they began to look toward legislators and
not to the clergy for guidance. They determined that because the Church was predominantly sympathetic to the
monarchists and hostile to the Republic, and because it held itself aloof from modern philosophies and
practices, people had turned away from it. The progressive priests believed that the Church did too little to
cultivate individual character, and put too much emphasis on the routine side of religious observance. They
also noted that Catholicism was not making much use of modern means of propaganda, such as social
movements, the organization of clubs, or the establishing of settlements. In short, the Church had not adapted
to modern needs, and these priests endeavored to correct this. They began a domestic apostolate which had for
one of its rallying cries, "Allons au peuple. Not unnaturally, they looked for inspiration to America. There they
saw a vigorous Church among a free people, with priests publicly respected, and with a note of aggressive zeal
in every project of Catholic enterprise. His biography, written in English by the Paulist Father Elliott in , was
translated into French six years later and proved an inspiration to the French. Father Hecker, commonly
known as "The Yellow Dart," had been dead for years at this point and had never been viewed by the Pope
with disfavor. Hecker also had used terms such as "natural virtue," which to the pope suggested the Pelagian
heresy. Because members of the Paulists took promises but not the vows of religious orders, many concluded
that Hecker denied the need for external authority. Indeed, they took him as a kind of patron saint. In , the
movement received a new impetus when Monsignor Denis J. In he wrote Cardinal Gibbons, "It is clear
Catholicism had long allowed nations to tolerate other religions, but the Church believes that the Catholic
Faith must be favored when possible. He emphasized that Catholics should obey the magisterial teaching
authority of the Church. In general, he deemed it dangerous to expose children to schools that would prove to
be detrimental to their Christian upbringing. He also condemned the biography of Hecker and Americanism.
Instead, it merely stated that if such opinions did exist, the local hierarchy was to eradicate them. The
American response[ edit ] James Gibbons, cardinal archbishop of Baltimore In response to Testem
benevolentiae, Cardinal Gibbons and many other American prelates replied to Rome with a near-unanimous
voice, denying that American Catholics held any of the condemned views. They asserted that Hecker had
never countenanced the slightest departure from Catholic principles in their fullest and most strict application.
Historian Thomas McAvoy argues there were grave long-term negative effects on the intellectual life of
American Catholics. Ireland sought to adapt the social and religious values of the Catholic Church to
American political and cultural, especially religious liberty, separation of church and state, cooperation with
non-Catholics, and lay participation in ecclesiastical decisionmaking. Nevertheless, Ireland continued to
promote his views.
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Several of the Essays have not previously appeared in print, and others have been substantially re-written, so as to
bring them up to the latest researches in their special fields. Nevertheless, the reader will find a certain amount of repeti
tion in several of them, a defect which I hope is.
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By Americanist topic, broadly conceived we mean that the competition is open to papers that address America in terms
of both the long and the wide (i.e., circum-Atlantic) eighteenth century.
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